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Abstract
A novel structured light method for color 3D surface
profilometry is proposed. The proposed method does not
require color calibration of a camera-projector pair and
may be used for reconstruction of both dynamic and static
scenes. The method uses a structured light pattern that is
a combination of a De Bruijn color sequence and of a sinusoidal fringe. For dynamic scenes a Hessian ridge detector and a Gaussian mixture model are combined to extract stripe centers and to identify color. Stripes are then
uniquely identified using dynamic programming based on
the Smith-Waterman algorithm and a De Bruijn window
property. For static scenes phase-shifting and De Bruijn
window property are combined to obtain a high accuracy
reconstruction. We have tested the proposed method on
multiple objects with challenging surfaces and different
albedos that demonstrate usability and robustness of the
method.

1. Introduction
Structured light projection is a widely studied topic in the
field of 3D imaging where reconstruction needs to be fast,
noninvasive and inexpensive. Non-contact 3D surface profilometry based on structured light is the method of choice
in reverse engineering, industrial quality control of product parts, object recognition, health-care applications and
others. One of the main challenges is improving the accuracy of the reconstruction while projecting as few patterns
as possible thus enabling reduction of acquisition time and
reconstruction of moving objects.
Based on the scene type structured light methods may
be classified into dynamic and static scene reconstruction methods. For dynamic scenes usually only one image is projected, therefore methods are also called oneshot methods. For static scenes multiple images are projected over time, therefore are called multiple-shot methods. Multiple-shot methods produce superior reconstruction than single-shot methods in terms of both resolution

and accuracy, but have a substantially longer acquisition
times and are mostly unsuitable for dynamic scenes. There
are approaches in which multiple images are used for dynamic scene reconstruction but expensive high-speed hardware is required [11, 26]. A more detailed classification of
various reconstruction methods and structured light patterns
is given in [18].
Several widely used one-shot methods [25, 29] are based
on color stripe patterns that satisfy a window property. A finite sequence of length L satisfies a window property if every sub-sequence of length N , called a window, appears exactly once. The window property enables extraction of spatial position through identification of unique subsequences
in a color sequence.
Usual problems that such approaches must solve are robust and precise detection of color stripe centers (or edges)
and accurate color that does not depend on camera-projector
color crosstalk, object albedo, and ambient lightning. Many
have tried to solve these problems by using some form of
color calibration to eliminate the undesired effects. Such
approaches usually involve projection of multiple solid
color patterns from which a crosstalk matrix, albedo coefficients, and ambient illumination are estimated [2, 25, 29].
Alternatively, a tedious photometric calibration of a cameraprojector pair may be performed [9].
A large number of state-of-the art multiple-shot methods are based on a combination of (multiple) phase-shifting,
Gray coding, and color coding [18]. In (multiple) phaseshifting a set of sinusoidal patterns is projected over time
and pixel codification is based only on time-analysis. Phase
estimation, a core of such methods, returns a phase estimate that is ambiguous by an unknown multiple of 2π and
is therefore called wrapped-phase. The main difference between various methods is how the problem of phase unwrapping is solved. This is usually achieved by projecting
multiple spatial frequencies from which the required phase
offset may be computed [16, 15]; or by using additional
images that contain Gray-coded [19] or a color-coded pattern [6] that uniquely identifies a required multiple of 2π.
Some authors have proposed combining different patterns
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in multiple channels of a color image [13, 24], effectively
reducing number of required images and shortening acquisition time; such approaches give accurate unwrapped phase
but cannot cope with discontinuities on objects with complicated surfaces [28].
In this paper we propose a novel one and multiple-shot
approach for the 3D reconstruction of both dynamic and
static scenes that is based on the proposed color structured
light pattern combining a De Bruijn color sequence and a sinusoidal fringe. Compared to the current methods described
in the literature the proposed method does not require precise color calibration of the camera-projector system as: (1)
for one-shot reconstruction the colors are classified and recognized using Gaussian mixture models (GMM), and (2)
for multiple-shot reconstruction acquired images are selfcorrected by using a specific property of the proposed structured light pattern. There has been some previous work
in various fields on the topic of image segmentation using GMM with images in HSI [7], HSV [8], RGB [23]
color spaces. To the best of our knowledge GMM have not
been applied to 3D surface profilometry. For one-shot reconstruction we also propose a novel approach to dynamic
programming (DP) using bio-informatics inspired SmithWaterman algorithm [21]. Dynamic programming is often
used in stereo vision [20] and was applied to structured light
to reconstruct correspondence between the projected pattern
and the recorded image [12, 25, 29]. In both cases DP directly uses pixel intensities or some function of the intensities, however, we propose using detected color labels directly thus significantly simplifying the construction of the
used cost function.

2. The Proposed Method
The proposed method uses a novel structured light pattern that enables both coarse one-shot reconstruction and
fine multiple-shot reconstruction. In following sections we
first present the proposed structured light pattern and describe how it is constructed. Then we give descriptions of
the one-shot reconstruction for dynamic scenes and of the
multiple-shot reconstruction for static scenes.

2.1. Structured Light Pattern
Proposed structured light pattern is comprised of multiple color images represented in the RGB color space that
are produced by combining a De Bruijn color sequence and
a sinusoidal fringe pattern.
A De Bruijn sequence of order N over an alphabet of
size K is a pseudo-random cyclic sequence of length K N
[10] in which every possible substring (window) of length
N appears exactly once. The proposed pattern uses N = 3
and K = 6 colors. Used colors are red, yellow, green, cyan,
blue, and magenta (Table 1). We also impose two additional
constraints on the sequence: (1) any two adjacent colors in

Color
Red
Green
Blue
Yellow
Cyan
Magenta

Letter
R
G
B
Y
C
M

(b,g,r)
(0,0,1)
(0,1,0)
(1,0,0)
(0,1,1)
(1,1,0)
(1,0,1)

Hue
0◦
120◦
240◦
60◦
180◦
300◦

Table 1: An alphabet of six colors from which a De Bruijn
sequence is constructed.
the sequence must be different, i.e. subsequences RR, GG,
YY, BB, MM, and CC are prohibited; and (2) in every subsequence of length N both minimum and maximum in all
three channels must be achieved at least once, e.g. substring
BMC is not allowed as all values in blue channel are 1 (at
least one 0 is required), similarly substring RGB is allowed
as both 0 and 1 appear at least once in all channels. The
first condition improves the robustness of color decoding
for dynamic scenes. The second condition is required for
static scenes as it enables pixel-based color equalization that
effectively eliminates object albedo and enables temporal
color decoding. Therefore, the proposed sequence satisfying the second condition is effectively color self-correcting.
Consequently, no color calibration is needed.
Required sequence is generated as a Hamiltonian path
in a De Bruijn graph of order N where all graph vertices
that do not satisfy the aforementioned two conditions are
removed. The maximal length of a sequence for N = 3 and
K = 6 that satisfies both conditions is L = 90. An example
sequence is:


RYBRGCRGBRCRCYRCGRCBYRBYGBYCMR
S = GMRCMYGMYBYBGRBGYBCRBCYBMGRMGY


MGCMGMCRMCYMCGMBYMBGMGBMYCBRYC
(1)
Intensity of a sinusoidal fringe pattern for one row of the
image is defined as
1 1

2π
− cos
x − ϕi ,
I(x) = Imax
(2)
2 2
P
i=0
i=2
i=4
i=6
i=8
i = 10
Figure 1: Six out of twelve images from the proposed structured light pattern for L = 90 and Np = 4
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where Imax is the maximum intensity, x is image column
index, P is the period in pixels, and ϕi is phase. Intensity
(2) is then repeated for all rows.
To obtain one image of the proposed pattern we combine
the color sequence (1) and the fringe pattern (2) in the HSV
color space. The sequence (1) defines the hue: same hue
is used for one period of the fringe pattern, therefore there
are exactly L color fringes (periods) in the final image. The
fringe pattern (2) defines the value. The saturation is always
set to 1. A minimal pattern sequence is comprised of N ·
Np phase shifted images, where N is a De Bruijn window
length and Np is the number of phase shifts per one period
of Eq. (2). For the ith image the colors in S are rotated by
2π
),
mod (i + Np − 1, Np ) and I(x) is shifted by ϕi = (i N
p
where i = 0, 1, . . . , N ·Np −1. An example of the proposed
pattern sequence is shown in Fig. 1; note how the entire
pattern shifts to the right and how used colors wrap around
from the end to the beginning of the sequence.
The proposed pattern may be classified as a multi-slit
pattern as the intensity modulation given by Eq. (2) has
a side effect of introducing black slits between two color
stripes. Every image from the pattern may be used for oneshot reconstruction of dynamic scenes, and whole N · Np
images may be used for multiple-shot reconstruction of
static scenes.

Clustering approach mitigates a difficult color matching problem between the projector and camera that is usually solved by the color calibration procedure. Clustering
will only be effective if colors can be separated into required number of distinct groups. A convenient fact that
boosts the effectiveness of the clustering approach is a priori knowledge of the number of colors that are projected.
This information about the number of colors enables the use
of the Gaussian mixture model (GMM) and Expectationmaximization (EM) algorithm to separate all observed colors. For a detailed explanation of GMM and EM and their
use for clustering see [1].
Our proposed structured light pattern uses six colors
(Table 1), so GMM will use six mixtures that are labeled
{R, G, B, Y, C, M}.
Used six colors are vertices of the RGB cube so we set
the initial means of the components to the middle of color
axes in the RGB cube. The covariance matrices of each
component are chosen in the shape of an elongated ellipsoid that is oriented in the direction of the specific color
axis. After applying the EM algorithm we assign each stripe
center to a corresponding color cluster based on the resulting probability that the center belongs to the cluster, thus
we effectively label all found stripes in the image.

2.2. One-Shot Reconstruction
Proposed method for one-shot reconstruction is comprised of three steps: (a) detection of stripes and its centers
in the acquired frame; (b) identification of stripe color; and
(c) spatial decoding of the projected De Bruijn code.
2.2.1

Stripe Segmentation

A multi-scale vesselness measure based on an 2D ridge detector and Hessian matrix was used for detection of the
stripe centers in the image. Detection is done in the following steps: (a) input image is converted from RGB to
HSV color space and V channel is extracted, (b) the vesselness map is computed from V channel as described in [5],
(c) stripe centers are extracted by finding the local maxima
in the vesselness map, and (d) sub-pixel position of stripe
centerline is obtained as described in [22]. Selected scales
are such to cover the whole range of stripe widths. Parameters used for vesselness map computation are selected as
described in [14].
2.2.2

Color Identification

For the color identification and stripe labeling we propose
clustering in the RGB color space using only pixel data of
found stripe centers. A similar approach based on clustering
was used in [4], where pixel data was fitted to prototype
color lines inside of the RGB cube.

2.2.3

Stripe Decoding

After color labels are assigned to the detected stripes they
must be matched to the projected pattern. A common solution is comparison of each scanline (one row in the captured
image) to the projected De Bruijn sequence of colors using
a dynamic programming (DP) approach, so image is processed row-wise. We retain this approach, but instead of
applying DP directly to pixel intensity values we propose to
use color labels.
Since we have assigned a color label to each detected
stripe center we need to find the optimal local alignment between two strings of color labels, one given by Eq. (1) that
represents projected pattern and another that is extracted
from the image for every scanline. The Smith-Waterman algorithm [21], a DP algorithm often used in bio-informatics
for local alignment of two nucleotide string sequences, is
ideal for this purpose. The Smith-Waterman algorithm optimizes a local alignment of two strings taking in account
possible changes between two strings.
Let t be the projected color sequence and let s be a string
of assigned color labels. When aligning strings s and t there
four possible cases: (a) a character in s may match a character in t (action match); (b) a character in s may mismatch
a character in t (action mismatch); (c) an empty character
’-’ must be inserted in t (action delete); and (d) an empty
character ’-’ must be inserted in s (action insert). First step
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of DP algorithm is creation of the scoring matrix M :

0, if i = 0 and j = 0







M (i − 1, j − 1) + w(si , tj )




M (i, j − 1) + w
M (i, j) =
insert


, else
max



M
(i
−
1,
j)
+
w

delete





0

2.3. Multiple-Shot Reconstruction

(3)

where 0 ≤ i ≤ length(s), 0 ≤ j ≤ length(t), si is ith
character in s, tj is jth character in t, and w is a scoring
function defined as
(
wmatch ,
s i = tj
.
(4)
w(si , tj ) =
wmismatch , else
Values wmismatch , wdelete , winsert , and wmatch are predefined
scoring costs.
DP proceeds with initialization of the matrix M as follows: In the case of character alignment movement in the
scoring matrix M is diagonal. If si and tj are equal a reward
wmatch is added. If si and tj are different the current score
is penalized with wmismatch . If a stripe has not been detected,
e.g. due to occlusion or shadow, a string s will be missing
a color label. In that case the movement in the scoring matrix M is horizontal and is penalized with winsert . If an extra
stripe is detected, e.g. due to an error in the stripe detection
process, a string s will have an additional color label. In that
case the movement in the scoring matrix M is vertical and
is penalized with wdelete . During this initialization of matrix
M , beside assigning the alignment score to each cell, the
direction of the performed movement (diagonal, horizontal,
vertical) must be recorded for each cell. Recorded directions are required for backtracking the alignment. Backtracking begins from the maximal value in the matrix M
(the best alignment score), and by taking movement direction backward, the optimal alignment of two given strings
is found.
For example, let the projected color sequence be
t = GMYBYBGRBGYBCRBCYBMGRMGY and let the detected color sequence be s = YBGRCRBCRBMG. The
scoring values are set to wmismatch = −3, wdelete = −5,
winsert = −2, and wmatch = 3. Two strings will then be
aligned as follows:
t GMRCMYGMYBYBGRBGYBCRBCYBMGRMGY
s ----------YBGR----CRBCRBMG---Notice the gap between two string groups in s. The gap
is where stripes were not detected due to occlusion. Also,
notice how the strings were correctly aligned even though
one character in the string s was incorrectly labeled as R instead of Y. This example demonstrates the strength of DP in
finding the optimal alignment between the projected pattern
and the detected color sequence even when some labels in
the sequence were incorrectly assigned.

Multiple-shot reconstruction is based on the phaseshifting paradigm. Both phase and color subsequence that
are required for the 3D reconstruction are derived using
temporal analysis for each pixel independently, therefore
there are no assumptions about spatial characteristics of the
imaged object. Proposed reconstruction is done in three
steps: (a) channel equalization; (b) estimation of wrapped
phase; and (c) phase unwrapping based on temporal color
decoding.
2.3.1

Temporal Channel Equalization

For every pixel and for every channel let Imin and Imax be
the observed minimal and maximal values for the recorded
N ·Np frames. Then each of the RGB channels is separately
equalized via affine mapping
Ieq = 255

I(i) − Imin
,
Imax − Imin

i = 0, . . . , imax ,

(5)

where imax = N · Np − 1. This temporal channel equalization effectively removes albedo for static pixels and eliminates effects of unknown ambient light and camera channel
gains. It is supported by the property we have imposed on
the De Bruijn sequence: in every subsequence of length N
both minimum and maximum in all three channels must be
achieved at least once; observed values Imin and Imax are
these extrema.
2.3.2

Estimation of Wrapped Phase

For every pixel the wrapped phase is estimated from the V
channel of the HSV color space as
X

X
−Veq (i) sin(ϕi ),
Veq (i) cos(ϕi ) ,
ψw = atan2
i

i

(6)
where the index i goes over all N · Np recorded
frames. Note that the V channel must be computed from
the equalized channel data given by (5) as Veq (i) =
max(Beq (i), Geq (i), Req (i)), otherwise the result will be affected by the object albedo.
2.3.3

Phase Unwrapping

To unwrap the wrapped phase ψw we must identify a De
Bruijn subsequence of length N = 3 for every pixel independently. Combining Eqs. (2) and (6) for any pixel yields a
three parameter temporal intensity model of the V channel,
V (i) = V0 + V1 cos(ψw + ϕi ),

(7)

where V0 , V1 , and ψw are model parameters and where ith
2π
i. Temporal intensity
recorded frame has phase ϕi = N
p
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Figure 2: Example of temporal color decoding on simulated
data. Phase offset is given the by position of RCY substring
in the used De Bruijn sequence.

Figure 3: Examples of the 3D reconstruction for one-shot
method for two different objects. From left to right: input
image, depth, and textured reconstruction.

3.1. One-Shot Reconstruction
given by Eq. (7) achieves its maxima at ψw + ϕi = 2kπ. To
identify a length N subsequence we must use N samples
at phases ϕi = −ψw + 2kπ, k ∈ Z , which correspond to
real values iR = − ψ2πw Np + kNp , k ∈ Z, of index i that fall
into [0, imax ] interval. By taking two frames with indices i
closest to the three chosen values of iR and by linearly interpolating between them we obtain three RGB triplets that
correspond to the three maxima in V channel. Color is then
identified by computing the hue from RGB values and selecting the closest color. Time-reversed color sequence then
identifies the phase offset needed for unwrapping, e.g. if a
time-reversed triplet starts at position m in the sequence of
Eq. (1), then the phase offset is 2π(m + 1) and unwrapped
phase is −ψw + 2π(m + 1). An example of temporal color
decoding for Np = 4 and P = 11 is shown in Fig. 2. A
function given by Eq. (7) fitted to the V channel is shown as
a solid black line. Three sample points where colors are decoded are marked with vertical black lines. Decoded color
substring is YCR, and its time-reversed value RCY is found
at the position m = 12 so phase offset is 2π(12 + 1).

3. Results and Discussion
All presented experiments were performed using
Acer X1260 DLP projector with the resolution 1024 × 768
that was paired with PointGrey DragonFly2 DR-HICOL
camera with the resolution 1024 × 768 that was fitted with
Fujinon HF9-HA1B lens. The system operates at 30 frames
per second. Camera-projector base distance was ∼ 11 cm
and working distance was ∼ 1 m, giving a calibration volume of ∼ 500 × 500 × 500 mm. Geometric calibration of
the camera (projector) was performed using the procedure
described in [27, 16].

Examples of the one-shot reconstruction method are
shown in Fig. 3, a female and a hand.
We have proposed to use clustering in the RGB color
space for the color identification. Choice of the RGB color
space was motivated by the fact that the hue component of
the HSV color space cannot be used for robust color identification alone due to significant color changes caused by
object’s albedo. This effect is demonstrated in Fig. 4 for a
human face. Note the significant hue color shifts and unclear color boundaries in the hue histogram, especially for
the red and magenta colors that have merged together. Also
note that color shifts are visible in the RGB scattergram, but
a clear separation between six colors is preserved.
Initial positioning of the color clusters may affect the result of GMM clustering, e.g. if the number of data points
of one color is significantly different than other colors, it
may be necessary to adjust initial parameters. This problem may be mitigated by ensuring proper sequence properties: colors must be equally spatially distributed in any area
of the image. Additionally, initial centers may be adjusted
by using the equalization parameters Imin and Imax of the
multiple-shot method as they provide sufficient information
about color shifting and are available for every static pixel.
Most of the state-of-the-art approaches [3, 20, 25, 29]
that use DP for the De Bruijn pattern decoding directly input pixel intensities or some function of intensities, e.g. gradient, into DP. This usually means a few to several parameters that control DP must be chosen, and those are almost
certainly image and scene dependent as pixel intensities are
used directly. For example, the work by Zhang et al. [25]
proposes using a combined gradient of RGB channels to detect edges, and then extracts pixel gradients at found edges.
This triplet is input into DP for which a cost function with
several parameters must be defined, making DP step com-
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Figure 4: Left: Manually segmented human face showing the ROI where stripe centers were extracted. Middle: A histogram
of hue channel for selected ROI. Right: A scattergram of RGB data for selected ROI.
(a) Input image (1/12)

(c) Wrapped phase

(b) Equalized input

(d) Unwrapped phase

(e) Textured reconstruction

(f) Depth

Figure 5: Two mannequins, a very bright female and a very dark male. Note a major difference in albedo.
plex and difficult to adjust. Our approach uses color labels
directly and thus simplifies DP as: (a) parameters required
for DP are no longer affected by pixel intensity values and
may be chosen independently of the image; and (b) computational time required for DP is shorter as the cost is defined
over color labels. We have implemented the edge-based
method described in [25] and our approach is about three
times faster when computing DP scoring matrix. Besides,
choosing the optimal parameters for the edge detection step
and for DP is not straightforward, thus influencing end results (details omitted due to the shortage of space).
Another advantage over referenced De Bruijn based oneshot methods is the use of a multi-scale 2D ridge detector:
it outputs subpixel precise ridge locations and as its parameters are automatically adjusted. A single-shot De Bruijn
pattern with color ridges is advantageous to a pattern with
color edges as the ridge location is not affected by projector defocus and is not shifted due to blooming effect. An
edge between two colors will always shift toward the color
with the darker intensity while the ridge widens but remains

centered, so the blooming effect widens the ridges, but does
not displace them. A disadvantage of the used ridge detector is increased computational time, however, computational complexity per pixel is fixed.
The advantage of computing stripe ridges is also recognized and demonstrated in [12]. However, a method of [12]
requires an explicit color calibration before each scanning
which is then tied to the particular subject color (albedo).
We note that during the course of this work the authors of
[12] were generous to share their code with us. While testing their method we have noticed more than six different
parameters that need to be adjusted for stripe detection only
(e.g. stripe width, filter order, thresholds for 2nd derivative
and saturation intervals etc.), which is not an easy task to
do. Moreover, when the lightning conditions and/or subject
change it is necessary to readjust at least several parameters.
Perhaps most importantly, the method [12] and similar are
aimed at dynamic object reconstruction without the possibility to adapt in the case of static scenarios to provide dense
reconstruction.
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(a) Input image (1/12)

(b) Equalized input

(c) Textured reconstruction

(d) Depth

Figure 6: Reconstruction using multiple-shot method of two different objects, a hand and a face. Note that the beard was
partially reconstructed.

(a) Input image

(b) One-shot texture

(c) One-shot depth

(d) Multiple-shot texture

(e) Multiple-shot depth

Figure 7: Comparison of one- and multiple-shot reconstruction of a human face. Note the lower spatial resolution in the
horizontal direction for the one-shot method.

3.2. Multiple-Shot Reconstruction
Multiple-shot reconstruction may be used for all pixels
that are static. For those pixels the proposed method uses
the self-correcting property of the proposed De Bruijn sequence that makes color calibration and albedo estimation
unnecessary. This is demonstrated in Fig. 5: note how the
equalized image has significantly clearer colors than the raw
image; dynamic range a dark male mannequin was about
40/255 and the colors were still successfully extracted. Examples of multiple-shot reconstruction are shown in Figs. 5
and 6. To assess the accuracy of the proposed multiple-shot
reconstruction we have compared for several recorded objects wrapped phases difference between ours and values
obtained using a traditional phase shifting, considered in
this context as the ground truth. Phase differences converted

to projector pixels are −0.08 ± 0.20 px for two mannequins
in Fig. 5 (absolutely static objects), −0.25 ± 0.59 px for the
face and −0.15 ± 0.30 px for the hand in Fig. 6 (quasi static
objects). An example histogram of phase errors is shown in
Fig. 9.
A side-by-side comparison of one- and multiple-shot reconstruction is shown in Fig. 7.

3.3. Combined Static and Dynamic Scene
The crucial step for combining one and multiple-shot
approach within a same scene is pixel classification either
as static or dynamic. Classical frame-based motion detection methods that operate on pixel values directly may not
be used due to the structured light pattern that constantly
changes. Therefore, we propose to detect motion by tracking the unwrapped phase of each pixel. If the unwrapped
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(a) Input frame

(b) Pixel classes

(c) 3D reconstruction front

(d) 3D reconstruction side

Figure 8: Reconstruction combining both methods. In (b) static pixels are blue, moving pixels are red, and background pixels
are white. For this experiment we deliberately used a coarser stripe pattern to clearly show the difference in spatial density.
and resolution of 3D reconstruction [18]. We have performed 3D registration of point clouds obtained by PS+GC
and by our method using ICP [17]. The results are shown
in Table 2. As can be seen the differences are negligible for
the most purposes.

4. Conclusion

Figure 9: Histogram of phase errors for two mannequins
from Fig. 5.
Object
Face 1
Face 2
Face 3
Hand
Mannequins

A [mm]
0.506
0.508
0.496
0.468
0.572

B [mm]
0.616
0.650
0.628
0.653
0.702

C [mm]
0.387
0.386
0.370
0.328
0.522

D [mm]
0.394
0.407
0.366
0.327
0.519

Table 2: Mean distances between point clouds after ICP
registration, in mm. A is one-shot registered to PS+GC, B
is PS+GC to one-shot, C is multiple-shot to PS+GC, and D
is PS+GC to multiple-shot.
phase of a pixel does not change more than some predetermined threshold in a specified time interval the pixel is
static; otherwise the pixel is dynamic. The combined 3D
reconstruction for a dynamic scene of a person talking in
front of a white wall is shown in Fig. 8. Note the dense reconstruction for static parts of the scene: the white wall and
person’s forehead and cheeks.

3.4. ICP Registration
To qualitatively evaluate our method we have compared
it against structured light scanning using a well established phase shifting and Gray code (PS+GC). We note that
PS+GC is generally regarded as the method of choice for
static object scenarios, due to its robustness, high accuracy,

The main challenge in colored structured light is the correct matching of colors perceived by the camera to the colors projected by the projector, a task that is made even more
difficult when ambient illumination and object albedo are
introduced. We have proposed two techniques to solve this
problem: using clustering techniques in one-shot method
and using the proposed color self-correcting De Bruijn sequence in multiple-shot method.
We have demonstrated the proposed method usability on
various objects with challenging surfaces and with different
albedos. Our method successfully identifies colors without the need for color calibration of the camera-projector
pair. One-shot reconstruction gives a lower spatial resolution than multiple-shot as expected, but only in horizontal
direction. This shortcoming is mitigated by a multiple-shot
method that enables dense 3D surface reconstruction for
static objects. The proposed method successfully applies
within the same scene (camera frame) one- and multipleshot approach to dynamic and static objects respectively.
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